
THOSE men INSIDE my BRAIN 
thoseMENinsideMYbrain 

play the music of early Cheap Trick 

 

CONTACT:  Dan Loy via email, thosemeninsidemybrain@gmail.com or phone, 216-536-6092 
 

 
 

Allow Those Men To Introduce Himselves! 
 

Hailing from Cleveland and formed in 2019, Dan Loy (bass), Chris Noble (drums), Pete 

Ortenzi (guitar) and Jeff Szuter (vocals) emulate Cheap Trick, but don’t try to be a strict 

note-for-note, look-a-like tribute band.   They don’t look much like the band, because 

frankly nobody does!  Plus, they don’t want to play a stale, old groove.  The music 

was electrifying was when it was recorded, but great music is not static and Those Men 

Inside My Brain believe each song is alive and resonates through our ever-evolving 

musical, cultural, and personal experiences over the past forty years.   

 

Visual cues like the iconic checkerboards, dirty typewriter font, video clips, and a little 

dress-up make the show more authentic and entertaining, and Those Men Inside My 

Brain's relentless performance honors the group that nearly every rock fan affectionately 

considers their “fifth favorite band!” 

 

Those Men Inside My Brain, whose name comes from the refrain in the song Dream Police, 

chose to stick with Cheap Trick’s early music because there is something magical about a band 

on the rise.  Cheap Trick recorded four powerhouse records and one of the greatest live 

albums of all time, all in less than two years (which is impressive by any standard).  

Their undeniable explosion onto the national scene is truly legendary, and once America 

found out who they were, it became impossible to imagine a rock concert any other way!  That 

is the moment in time TMIMB wants to bring forward for today's audience - the "built-to-be-

rocked-live" repertoire, the punk-edged irreverence, and the irresistible power-pop delivery. 

  

Maybe you were with Cheap Trick from the very beginning, lucky enough to find 

them before Budokan, or found them because you love the bands that inspired them 

(Beatles, Yardbirds, Slade, the Move, etc.).  Perhaps you discovered them through the 

multitude of rock bands they’ve played with (from AC/DC to ZZTop and everyone between), 

or because of countless bands they have influenced (Poison, Weezer, Foo Fighters, OK Go, 

just to name a few).  Maybe you are just hearing for the first time about “the magnetism of 

Robin Zander, the charisma of Rick Nielson, and the tunes, don’t forget the tunes, da-na-na-na-

na-na-na*."  Whatever has you reading this, Those Men Inside My Brain asks the same 

question from the first line in the first song of every Cheap Trick concert: 

 

"Are you ready to rock?  Are you ready or not?" 
 

*Yes, that was the classic Cheap Trick reference from Fast Times at Ridgemont High! 


